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Intro

This	guide	is	for	retail	marketing	and	IT	teams	exploring	ways	
to	be	more	efficient,	scalable,	and	flexible	in	their	approach	to	
content.	Specifically,	we	go	into	detail	about	how	transforming	
the	way	you	approach	workflow	and	technology	can	lead	to	a	
range	of	benefits,	helping	you:

• Reduce manual work and associated costs by automating 
repetitive steps.

• Maintain consistency and quality, and protect your brand.

• Eliminate	image	duplication	and	keep	a	clear	record	of	file	
versions.

• Better	manage	the	complex	content	demands	that	come	
from an increasing number of channels. 

For this research, we interviewed a number of our retail 
customers, as well as the implementation/technology partners 
that have helped them orchestrate their content.

About WoodWing

WoodWing is a technology company that helps publishers, 
agencies, and brands tell their stories. We build solutions that 
enable	teams	in	these	organizations	to	efficiently	manage,	
work on, and distribute creative output. Originally serving 
the publishing industry, our solutions are increasingly being 
adopted by other organizations, such as retailers and agencies, 
as their storytelling demands begin to resemble those of 
traditional publishers.
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The challenging 
landscape for retailers

The last few years have brought tumultuous 
changes to the retail landscape. E-commerce has 
exploded,	marketing	and	sales	channels	have	
proliferated, and consumer habits have evolved 
as technology advances.

Even before coronavirus, the media had coined 
the phrases ‘retail apocalypse’ and ‘store-
maggedon’ to describe the seismic shift in our 
shopping habits. High street retailers have always 
struggled to compete against the convenience 
and price advantage of online rivals. And many 
have closed their doors permanently as a result 
of months of lockdown. 

It isn’t plain sailing for online retailers either. They 
face	stiff	competition,	logistical	and	technological	
challenges, and need to get noticed in an 
increasingly noisy marketplace.  

Faced with these challenges, retailers are 
looking	internally	and	externally	for	ways	to	gain	
competitive advantage. Not only seeking out 

new ways to engage their audiences, but also 
developing	more	efficient	processes	to	protect	
their	profit	margins.	

Many are looking strategically at their marketing 
workflows	and	processes	to	see	how	they	can	
differentiate	themselves	and	provide	greater	
value to customers across an increased number 
of channels.

In	this	white	paper,	we’ll	be	exploring	how	
retailers can transform their processes for 
producing marketing materials - whether they 
are print, online, in-app, point of sale, brochures, 
signs, ads, or anything else - with:

• Faster time-to-market

• Greater consistency

• Lower costs

• Fewer tools and human resources
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Beware the content 
spaghetti dragon

Retailers	have	long	had	complex	content	
requirements and intensive production schedules, 
both in print and digital media. The rise of the 
internet, e-commerce, and apps means these 
requirements have become more demanding, 
as	customers	expect	more	content	across	an	
increasing number of channels. 

Marketing materials can include point-of-sale 
signage, catalogs, in-store magazines, website and 
in-app content, social media graphics, and more. 

Regardless of whether you’re an online-only 
retailer - or high-street-hybrid with physical stores 
and an e-commerce site - you need to produce 
high-volume, time-sensitive materials with 
frequently changing products, images, prices and 
descriptions.

Often, materials are created in collaboration 
with	one	or	more	external	agencies.	And	they	all	
need	to	pass	through	a	predefined	workflow	and	
approval process before being sent to print or 
published online. 

Most	retailer	content	workflows	are	well	defined.	
However,	they	are	often	less	efficient	than	they	
could be - involving far more manual processes 
and checks than needed.
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Enter the content spaghetti dragon

These	inefficient	or	under-optimized	workflows	are	what	WoodWing	call	“content	spaghetti.”	We	use	
the	term	“spaghetti”	because	it	describes	the	hot	sticky	mess	that	some	retailers	find	themselves	in	
because of: 

• Lack of automation and manual processes.

• Poor	project	visibility	and	complex	collaboration.

• Muddled and mishandled assets.

• Disparate	tools	and	processes	to	produce	different	collaterals.

Common examples of content spaghetti in a retailer situation include: 

• Having a number of unconnected tools for print and online content production, resulting in 
unnecessarily	manual	workflows	and	duplication	of	effort.

• Rummaging	around	in	complicated	file	structures	to	find	images,	and	using	email	or	a	file-sharing	
service to share them.

• Outsourcing	control	to	agencies	without	assessing	processes	and	addressing	inefficiencies	first	-	a	
common practice that can mask poor processes and increase costs.

In	its	mildest	form,	content	spaghetti	is	simply	an	inefficient	way	for	retailers	to	produce	marketing	
collaterals. But at a time when channels are multiplying and content demands are growing, it 
undermines productivity, increases potential for error, and wastes money.

Group
Marketing team

Agency

Agency

Agency

Store
Marketing team

Store
Marketing team

Store
Marketing team

Store
Marketing team
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Slay the dragon with 
Content Orchestration

On the other hand, solving content spaghetti 
offers	enormous	potential	for	productivity	gains.	
And, luckily for retailers, the publishing industry 
has already paved the way in terms of process, 
efficiency,	and	best	practices.	

Magazine and newspaper publishers have 
content creation at the heart of their business 
model, whether that’s in print or, increasingly, 
online and in-app. Regardless of the publishing 
channel, they have always had a strong 
focus on creating tools and processes that 
make content production and publication as 
seamless as possible.

Since	retailer	marketing	workflows	often	
resemble those of publishing - both generally 
involve	a	briefing	stage,	content	creation	
workflow,	approval	processes,	design,	and	
publishing - it makes sense that many retailers 
could adopt best practices from this industry.

At WoodWing, we have a name for this 
approach.	We	call	this	“Content	Orchestration”,	
where people and tools work seamlessly together 
to plan, create, manage, and distribute content. 
With	this	approach,	workflows	are	clearly	defined	
and robust, and creation and management tools 
are seamlessly integrated.

“Content Orchestration” 
is people and tools working 
seamlessly together to 
plan, create, manage, and 
distribute content.
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Content orchestration is a philosophy, not an individual product or prescribed process. 

It’s about recognizing the strategic value of optimizing your production processes, and working 
towards	that.	It	may	take	time.	It	may	involve	a	range	of	different	tools.	But	the	outcome	will	be	
increased	efficiency	and	productivity.

There’s	no	one-size-fits-all	approach	to	content	orchestration.	Every	business	has	its	own	unique	
customer	base,	content	needs,	existing	technology,	and	organizational	structure.	So	your	approach	to	
content	orchestration	is	likely	to	be	different	to	even	your	close	competitors.

•	 Structured	workflows,	but	
lots of manual work.

•	 Outsource	complexity	to	
agency.

•	 Multiple	defined	workflows.

• Lack of integration and 
automation.

• Key tools are connected.

•	 Parts	of	workflow	are	
automated.

• More consolidation and 
efficiency	in	tooling.	

• Supermarket in control of 
assets	and	workflow.

• People and tools working 
seamlessly together to 
plan, create, manage, and 
distribute content.

• Fully connected systems for 
all content needs.  

• Fully optimized and 
automated	workflows	for	all	
online	and	offline	marketing	
collaterals. 

• Content easily accessible to 
people inside and outside 
the organization.

What does Content Orchestration 
look like in practice?

CONTENT
ORCHESTRATION

MANUAL
COLLABORATION

PARTIAL
AUTOMATION
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However,	there	are	key	software	components	that,	when	integrated,	can	significantly	reduce	manual	
work	and	make	your	processes	more	efficient.	

Digital Asset Management

As demand for content continues to soar, retailers need a secure, structured, 
searchable, and scalable way to store assets. File-sharing tools such as Google Drive 
lack the necessary functionality around search, metadata, versioning, integrations, and 
so on that professional teams need to be successful. 

Digital Asset Management (DAM) serves as a single source of truth for all your digital 
files,	providing	staff	with	easy,	centralized	access	to	artwork,	images,	and	other	types	of	
files,	alongside	permissions	information	and	version	control.	Advanced	DAM	solutions	
can also integrate with other key tools and systems, such as your PIM, and automate 
parts	of	your	workflow.

Not	clear	on	the	features	and	benefits	of	Digital	Asset	Management?	Take	a	look	at:
• Our guide to DAM - What is Digital Asset Management (DAM)? 
• Information	on	our	scalable	and	flexible	DAM	solution:	WoodWing Assets

Structured data source
(such as a PIM system or Excel)

PIM (Product Information Management) systems help organizations store and manage 
all	the	information	required	to	market	and	sell	products	through	different	channels.	
They are a solution for centralized, media-independent product data maintenance, as 
well	as	efficient	data	collection,	enrichment,	and	governance.	In	addition,	they	may	be	
able to be integrated with other solutions to automate repetitive processes such as 
pricing or brochure creation.

While PIM systems can be very useful, some retailers prefer to work with other 
structured	data	sources	that	can	be	fed	into	a	template,	such	as	Excel,	as	these	may	
enable	more	flexibility	when	grouping	different	products	together	in	a	way	that	makes	
sense for their marketing needs.

https://www.woodwing.com/en/blog/what-is-digital-asset-management-dam?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=co_retailers
https://www.woodwing.com/en/digital-asset-management-system?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=co_retailers
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Design (Adobe CC)

Every marketing organization needs design software, and the go-to solution is Adobe 
Creative Cloud. Adobe CC is the standard for creating templates used in brochures and 
flyers,	but	also	widely	used	for	ad	hoc	designs	for	other	marketing	materials.

Content creation and workflow

Alongside - or instead of - Adobe CC, you might choose a content creation tool like 
WoodWing Studio. WoodWing Studio	is	an	end-to-end	workflow	tool	that	lets	you	create	
and collaborate on content for any channel. We call this the channel-neutral approach. 

For	example:
• creating	and	signing	off	copy
• assigning assets - like images or video - to accompany the copy 
• routing	it	into	a	print	workflow	using	pre-built	design	templates
• routing	it	into	a	digital	workflow	that	publishes	directly	to	your	website	or	app
• easily	passing	collateral	through	proofreaders	or	external	agencies
• adding copy and artwork to a searchable repository for future reuse/repurposing 

Originally built for publishers, WoodWing Studio enables creative teams to manage 
content	production	workflows	and	collaborate	more	effectively.	It	provides	a	live	view	
on production status and keeps a complete version history and audit trail.  

This	solution	lets	you	take	a	content-first	approach	to	content	production,	meaning	you	
don’t	need	separate	siloed	teams	for	print	and	digital	content.	Your	workflow	-	and	staff	
- are all in the same place, creating content and routing it to the appropriate channels.

Automated print production

If you produce printed materials, this software can reduce preliminary production time 
from	days	to	minutes,	and	doesn’t	need	a	dedicated	design	expert.	

It lets you combine product information from your master data source (your PIM 
system	or	Excel)	with	the	related	images	in	your	DAM	system,	and	produce	entire	
brochures in a fully automated fashion. 

Amends	to	product	information	can	be	made	in	the	source	files	and	will	automatically	
be	reflected	in	the	artwork.	The	design	can	then	be	finalised	in-house	or	easily	handed	
over to an agency to be completed and sent to print. 

https://www.woodwing.com/en/multichannel-publishing?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=co_retailers
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The secret sauce: APIs

Content creation workflow, and 
digital asset management OutputData input

Potential system for orchestrating print and digital content

The tools above are quite standard, and you or 
your agency may be using them already. The key 
to content orchestration is integrating these tools 
to	create	a	seamless	end-to-end	workflow.

First, a brief introduction to the technology that 
enables tools to be integrated with one another 
- APIs. API stands for Application Programming 
Interface. These are software intermediaries 
that	allow	tools	or	applications	to	exchange	
information. 

APIs are important because, if your tools are 
integrated	effectively	with	one	another,	all	
stakeholders can collaborate on projects in real-
time and in one streamlined system. This creates 
easier, faster, and more fail-safe processes to 
create quality collateral at scale.

An integrated system supporting a robust 
workflow	can	pay	enormous	dividends	through	
faster collaboration and feedback, access 
rights, audit trails, and version control. 

If your assets need to be published across 
different	channels,	you	will	always	be	in	control	
of them. And if, like most retailers, you have 
multiple branches and/or agencies, you’ll 
be able to handle diverse stakeholders and 
marketing localization with ease. 

This delivers an array of time and cost savings, 
which add up to faster time-to-market, create 
competitive advantage and protect your 
bottom line. 

PIM

Excel

App &
Website

Flyers &
Magazines

POS Signage
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Weekly brochure and POS materials creation

This retailer is a large supermarket chain. Their weekly brochure leads their entire marketing collateral 
production, including in-store signage and other marketing material. Previously, the organization’s 
assets	and	data	were	managed	by	their	external	agency,	and	brochure	production	involved	a	great	
deal	of	manual	work	including	emailing	pdfs	and	using	file-sharing	services.	

In collaboration with a WoodWing partner, the retailer now orchestrates its brochure production with 
an	integrated	system	that	includes	Excel,	WoodWing	Assets,	WoodWing	Studio,	Adobe	InDesign,	and	
an automated print production tool.

The process is as follows:

1. The	central	marketing	team	organizes	product	information	in	an	excel	file,	hits	a	button,	and	a	
pdf preview of a brochure is automatically created in a preset template, generated through a 
connection with WoodWing Studio and WoodWing Assets.  

2. The	pdf	is	shared	internally	with	stores	and	other	stakeholders,	and	the	Excel	file	is	updated	as	
necessary to change information and incorporate the feedback. At the end of each feedback 
round, an updated preview is generated at the touch of a button and shared with relevant 
stakeholders.

1

Today, a number of retailers worldwide are beginning to approach content strategically, orchestrating 
their	workflows	and	tools	for	maximum	efficiency,	consistency,	and	quality.	

Below	are	some	anonymized	and	very	diverse	examples	of	different	use	cases	of	retailers	working	
with	WoodWing.	While	these	may	not	be	directly	applicable	to	your	specific	situation,	they	
demonstrate	the	broad	range	of	use	cases,	flexibility	of	possible	solutions,	and	different	ways	you	can	
orchestrate your processes and tools.

Real-life (anonymous) 
use cases

13WoodWing



3. Once the internal feedback rounds are completed, the status is changed in WoodWing Studio, 
and	the	external	agency	is	invited	to	complete	the	design.	An	agency-side	traffic	manager	
oversees	this	process,	and	designers	utilize	WoodWing	Studio’s	workflow	to	check	out	pages,	
make	notes,	check	them	in	again,	and	finish	the	brochure.	

For this retailer, orchestrating its weekly brochure production has reduced workload and streamlined 
collaboration. And there is still plenty of potential to make further gains through consolidating 
workflows	for	POS	and	other	marketing	materials,	or	further	automation	by	integrating	with	a	PIM	
system, among other things.

14WoodWing



E-commerce automation at multi-brand retail giant

Our second organization is one of the largest retail groups in its home country, including 
supermarkets, retailers, petrol stations, car dealerships, and banking. 

The growth of their e-commerce activity meant they needed a single source of truth for their 
digital assets. They needed a solution that would allow them to create multiple renditions of assets 
– such as high-res images for print and lower-res images optimized for digital use - with the ability 
to sync metadata and product details.

They needed to be able to receive and process 100,000s of images from suppliers. Furthermore, 
they needed the ability to optimize and deploy these images to multiple e-commerce sites without 
slowing	download	speed	or	negatively	impacting	on	user	experience.	

Due	to	their	complex	requirements,	the	implementation	includes	several	software	integrations,	
working seamlessly together. 

• For data input, a number of integrations work to import new assets and keep current product 
images up-to-date, including a custom supplier portal where they can import and manage 
product images manually. 

• WoodWing Assets is also integrated with the organization’s PIM system, ensuring any product 
information updates are synced with materials in production.

• For	images	and	content	creation,	the	organization	is	making	extensive	use	of	WoodWing	
product’s integration with Adobe Creative Cloud, both for internal and outsourced media 
production. 

• A number of custom image processing automations have been implemented, to standardize 
stored	formats	and	image	profiles.	

• A custom CDN (Content Delivery Network) ensures availability and performance for a large 
number of online and mobile sites and storefronts, processing an average 45 million requests for 
assets per day.

2
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Image automation for online-only FMCG retailer

Our	next	organization	is	an	online-only	retailer,	with	a	brand	based	on	higher	convenience	and	lower	
prices than other retailers. The business has hundreds of thousands of customers in their home 
country	and	are	expanding	their	reach	to	neighboring	nations.

Selling	exclusively	via	their	app	and	website,	the	retailer	needs	product	images	and	information	for	
huge numbers of items. And with new products being added and discontinued regularly, there is a 
high churn rate for photos and data.

The business had a time-consuming manual photo process that involved receiving, editing, 
uploading,	and	approval.	This	cost	valuable	time	and	effort,	and	represented	a	risk	to	the	business.	
If customers can’t see product photos they’re less inclined to buy. Plus, out-of-date photos increase 
customer	returns,	as	products	received	don’t	match	customer	expectations.

Before WoodWing, the photo upload process involved:

• Taking	product	photos	in	a	studio	and	uploading	them	to	a	file	server

• Manually accessing and editing the photos

• Sending the images to the app

This process took as long as 5-6 days. As their growth accelerated and the volume of assets 
increased, the business wanted to automate this process and speed up time-to-market.

3
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With WoodWing Assets, the new process involves:

• Taking product photos in a studio and uploading them to WoodWing Assets.

• Automatically attaching product details and metadata for reference, thanks to an integration with 
their PIM system.

• Editing the photos within WoodWing Assets via integration with Adobe Creative Cloud.

• Optimizing	images	and	stripping	metadata	for	deployment	in-app,	keeping	file	size	small	and	
speeds fast.

As a result, the process now takes a matter of hours, instead of days, and maintains strong app 
performance.	This	improves	customer	experience	and	creates	a	firm	foundation	for	their	digital-first	
business model.



Faster time-to-market at fashion and homeware retailer

Our	final	retailer	is	one	of	the	most	recognized	names	on	the	high	street	in	their	home	country.	
Starting with physical stores in the 80s, the business went on the dominate the mail-order fashion 
market, before becoming the country’s largest online clothes retailer. 

Although they already had a DAM system, it was at full capacity and had limited functionality. They 
were unable to cope with the volume of assets they needed to process and their technology was 
increasingly unstable, with lots of downtime. They had to perform manual ‘lifting and shifting’ of 
assets	using	FTP	and	had	multiple	versions	of	images	in	different	silos.	

They	also	struggled	with	a	print-centric	workflow	that	wasn’t	suitable	for	e-commerce	needs,	and	lots	
of undocumented processes that had grown organically rather than strategically. 

They needed a new DAM to allow the business to rapidly grow creative processes, without an 
increase	in	resources.	They	wanted	to	transform	their	whole	asset	workflow	to	a	digital-first	approach,	
that is agile and scalable, as well as delivering faster time-to-market. ‘The quicker we get something 
online, the quicker we can sell it’. 

By introducing WoodWing Assets, the creative operations team eliminated manual handling of assets 
(especially	the	dreaded	FTP),	streamlined	workflows,	increased	automation,	and	became	‘the	content	
factory for all channels and outputs’.

4
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Orchestrating content,
but with plenty of room for 
further iterations

The	stories	shared	in	the	use	case	examples	above	are	
interesting for two reasons.

1. All	these	organizations	have	achieved	significant	
productivity	gains	through	automation	and	workflow	
improvements.

2. There are still plenty of opportunities for them to iterate 
and make more gains. 

Whilst none of these cases will apply to your organization 
completely, some of the insights - or even a combination of 
the practices - may inspire you to begin your own Content 
Orchestration journey. 

For WoodWing’s clients, business growth is often a catalyst 
for seeking new solutions, as old processes fail to scale 
effectively.	Another	motivating	factor	is	when	new	channels,	
like e-commerce or apps, become a bigger part of their 
sales	efforts.	

Because Content Orchestration is a journey, not a 
destination - a philosophy, not a single product - there will 
always be more room for growth and development. This 
is particularly true for the retail industry where content 
demands are high-volume, time-sensitive, and multi-channel.
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Tips for success

Content	Orchestration	offers	many	benefits,	but	also	requires	a	cultural	shift	for	retailers	used	to	
following the lead of an agency, or simply accepting a level of manual work when it comes to 
workflow.	Here	are	a	few	tips	for	Content	Orchestration	success.

1. View technology as an ongoing investment

Many retailers see technology for content production as overhead, rather than 
an ongoing investment that delivers a return. But taking a Content Orchestration 
approach	can	drive	cost	savings,	increase	productivity,	and	even	help	retailers	offer	
a	different	experience	to	their	customers.	To	support	this,	technology	is	critical.	
Furthermore, the system that supports your approach to Content Orchestration will 
not be static - as new technologies or tools become available, individual parts of this 
system may be upgraded or swapped. To ensure success, technology should not be 
seen as a cost but as an investment, with KPIs attached.

2. Involve different internal experts

There	will	be	different	stakeholders	in	Content	Orchestration.	The	frontline	users	
-	marketers	for	example	-	will	be	interested	in	solving	specific	problems	and	
encouraging	user	adoption	thanks	to	great	user	experience.	Behind	the	scenes,	your	
IT	experts	will	more	concerned	with	how	systems	integrate	and	if	they’re	secure.	

When planned any software implementation, it’s advisable to involve your IT team 
as early as possible, and assign a project owner who acts as the bridge between the 
business/creative side and your IT department.

3. Talk to integration and workflow experts

While retailers have a range of content needs, many of these needs - such as 
brochures, catalogs, images for websites or apps, POS signage, campaign collaterals, 
themed magazines, and so on - can be partly automated. 

But	knowing	what	solutions	exist	on	the	market	takes	time	and	research.	For	this	side	
of	things,	WoodWing	has	a	global	partner	network	with	a	great	deal	of	experience	
collaborating with publishers, retailers, and agencies on solving these challenges. You 
can	find	the	right	partner	for	you	here: woodwing.com/partners

https://www.woodwing.com/en/partners?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=co_retailers


If you’d like to talk directly to 
WoodWing about your challenges 

around Content Orchestration, 
please don’t hesitate to reach out.

Get in touch

Contact us
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https://www.woodwing.com/en/contact-us?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=co_retailers
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About WoodWing
WoodWing Software helps brands, publishers,
and agencies create and manage content
across teams and publish across channels.
We build solutions suitable for large teams to 
efficiently work together on creative processes, 
within systems that are easy to manage. Customers 
include Hearst, Forbes, Axel Springer,
Coca Cola and Yamaha.
For more information,
please visit woodwing.com

About Qonqord 
Qonqord offers a smart Workflow Platform, in which 
the different teams work together and content 
processes are streamlined. From creating and 
managing content to distribution to different 
channels. The result? Designing, editing, checking 
and approving will take much less time. Fewer 
mistakes are made, you can share your marketing 
content faster with your target audience. Our  
platform also generates substantial cost savings.

More information or set up a demo session? 
Please contact our experts: sales@qonqord.com

www.qonqord.com
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